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Today’s Announcement

Rational Supports

OMG MDA!
Many years ago at Rational…

- Three amigos got together
- Developed UML
- Refined it with partners
- Submitted to OMG for standardization
- Adopted as a formal OMG spec in November 1997

Rational Rose

- (Rose = Rational Object-oriented Software Engineering)
- The UML tool we all love and hate
- Rational has built over 40 UML profiles
  - Some Platform Independent (PIM), other Platform Specific (PSM)
- Rational partners and customers have built another 100+
State of UML

- 100+ UML books on amazon.com
- 80%+ universities teach UML classes
- 40+ UML tools on the market
- Standards bodies specify in UML
UML (and Rational Rose) in Standards Bodies
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